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An electron bc;un with current density greater than 30 A/cm2 and total current ,)f 92 A has 
been ge:-~erated in S flS pulses by accelerating the electrons from a glow discharge in a narrow 
gap betweer; two grids. The ratio of the extracted electron beam current to discharge current is 
approximately 1. The gun also operates in a de mode. 

Plasma cathodes that do not suffer diode closure (col
lapse of the anode-cathode gap) are of particular interest in 
the generation of high current density electron beam pulses 
with duration > l f1S, Glow discharges have been previously 
used to produce electro;1 bearns at current densities < 2 
A/cm2

• l--4 Hum pries et al. obtained electron beam c:.trreet 
densities up to 15 A/cm2 at energies < 300 cV from a spark 
generated, grid controlled p!asma cathode." Recently, an 
electron beam current of 30 A ( 60 Alcm1

) was reported 
from a grid-stabilized plasma emitter.'' 

Here we report the generation of a high current density 
( > 32 A/cm2

) electron bearr,_ with a totai current of92 A by 
accelerating the electrons of a hollow cathode glow dis
charge in the narrow gap between two grids at energies up to 
2 keV. The current of energetic beam electrons was mea
sured at 15 em from the acceleration grid, ar:d does not in
chide the electrons accelerated in the gap, bu1 intercerted by 
the 40% opaque acceleration grid. The electron current 
density emitted by the piasma source is larger and ap
proaches 45 A/cm2

• 

Our experin1cntal setup is schematically illustrated in 
Fig. I. The plasma source is a 5-cm-diam stainless-steel hoi-
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FIG. l. Experimcntr.l setup. The vacuum chamber is not shown. The circles 
rcprc,scnt pubc current transformers. (I) The 5 em i.d. hoHow cathode, (2) 
1ltc anode eicctrode, and ( 3) the acceleration electrode are indicated. The 
25-75 n discharge ballast resi,tor v;as only used in th~ high current experi
ments, in series with a 50-nF capacitor. 

FIG. 2. (a) Upper !race: di:icharge current; 
lower trace: dcctnm beam current. Accekra
tion voltage V,"""' '· 2 kV. (b) Upper trace: 
sum of discharge and anode grid currents; lower 
trace: sum of eiectron beam and acceleration 
grid currents. (c) Upper trace: discharge cur
rent; bottom trace: anode g:·id current for V,.,,d 
~ 0 k V. (d) Upper trace: di:;charge current; 

[ower trace: anode gJid current for voccd =' 2 
l<V. All vertical scales arc 2 A/div, with the zero 
level indicated in the !eft ma~gin. The helium 
pressure was 0.45 Torr. 
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fl. G. 3. \.Jpper trace: discharge current; lower trace: ekctron beam current. 
V"""' ~ 2 kV. The bal:kground helium prcs~.ure was 0.45 T orr . The siight 
carrenl denc;\sc at the end of the c.iectron beam pulse is a cons.,qu<Oncc of 
the decrease in !he accelerat ing voltage Juc to the dutrge lost by th~ bia•;ing 
capacitor. Since the beam current is m~asured at 15 c·m from the gun, a 
reductit>n in accelerating voltage resul ts in increasing scattering leading to 
the sHglit current reduction . 

low cathode discharge that was operated in helium. Emis
sion is (;Onfined to !he inner walls of rhe cylindrical cathode 
by a Teflon cmbediment that surrounds the cathode. The 
Teflon piece also supports two grids that form the 2.5-mm
widc electron accekrai ion gap. Both the internal anode grid 
and the acceleration grid are made of number 42 stainless
steel mesh, having a transmissivity of approximately 60%. 
The grids arc mounted in supporting stainless-steel plates 
having an orifice 19 mm in diameter that defines the diame
ter of the extracted beam. The entire electron gun structu!"'e 
wa.s enclosed in a vacuum. chamber and evacuated to a pres
sure of lO · 3 Torr. Helium was <Amtinuously introduced in
side the electron gun and evacuated through the grids by a 
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rotatory pump connected to the vacuum chamber. The heli
um flow caused the pressure inside the electron gun struc
ture to be approximately 1.2 times higher than that in the 
electron beam drift region oft he vacuum chamber. The elec
tron gun was operated at vacuum chamber pressures 
bet,.veen O.l and l Torr. The holiow cathode discharge was 
excited with a pulse forming network and a high voltage 
pulsed transformer giving negative voltages up to 6 kV. The 
maximum current this scarce can provide is 7 A. In experi
ments at larger currents the hollow cathode discharge \Vas 
initiated and maintained by discharging a 50-nF capacitor 
negatively charged up to 8 kV through a series spark gap. In 
the later case a bailast resistor (25-75 !l) was connected in 
series with the discharge circuit. The 8.nede grid was ground
ed and the accelerat1on grid was directly connected to a 2-,uF 
capacitor charged to provide the desired electron beam ener
gy (('r-2 keV). No limiting resistor \.,.·as added in series with 
the <l.ccelcration grid circuit. The cathode current and the 
grid currents were monitored with current transformers. 
The electron beam current was measured by monitoring the 
current flowing through another current transformer placed 
coaxial with the beam at 15 em from the extraction grid. The 
voltage drop across the glow discharge and the acceleration 
gap were also simultaneously measured using commercially 
available high voltage dividers. 

The ratio of the electron beam current to the discharge 
current is dose to 1 as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The s·c~m of the 
electron beam current and extraction grid current was ob
served 10 be as high as 1.4 times the cathode current. The 
sum of the former two was measured to exactly match the 
sum oft he discharge current and anode current [Fig. 2 (b)] . 
When no acceleration voltage is applied a negligible current 
is collected by the acceleration grid, and the pulse of electron 
c:.1rrent <::ollected by the anode grid is a good reproduction of 

FIG. 4. (a) Discharge current. (bl Elel:t ron 
b~a.m current. (c) Discharge vol<agc. (d) Ac
celeration voltage. The background helium 
pressure was 0.2 Torr. A 75-fl hallast resisto r 
was used in scrie~ with the hollow cathode dis
charge curr~nt. 
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the cathode current pulse [Fig. 2(c) }. However, when an 
acceleration voltage greater than 60 V is applied across the 
gap, the anode current reverses sign and becomes an ion 
current as shown in Fig. 2 (d). This behavior corresponds to 
that of grid-controlled plasma cathodes in which the wire 
spacing in the grids is larger than the width of the space
charge layer ncar the anode, and is consistent with the theory 
of Zharinov eta!. 7 

The discharge current was observed to be practically 
unperturbed by the application of an acceleration voltage 
and the resulting electron beam extraction. Consequently, 
the electron beam current and energy can be controlled inde
pendently. Closure of the acceleration gap does not occur 
and long electron beam pulses can be obtained. Figure 3 
shows a 70-f..LS discharge pulse and the corresponding 2-ke V 
electron beam pulse. The gun was aiso operated in a de mode 
at electron beam currents of 50 rnA. 

Figures 4 (a) and 4 (b) show a 7 5-A discharge pulse and 
a 62-A (20 A/cm2

) electron beam pul~ obtained charging 
the discharge capacitor to 7.2 kV. The voltage drop across 
the hollow cathode discharge is approximately 600 V, as 
shown by Fig. 4(c). The potentiai of the acceleration grid 
[Fig. 4(d)] is observed to decrease smoothly from 1.5 to 1 
kV during the electron beam pulse due to the charge lost by 
the biasing capacitor. Electron beam current pulses as high 
as 92 A (32 A/cm 2

) were obtained operating the gun at a 
background helium pressure of0.2 Torr and an applied cath
ode voltage of 8 kV. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the operation of a 
simple plasma gun at current densities > 30 A/cm2 in 5 f-lS 

pulses. The beam current was source limited and even larger 
beam currents should be possible. The gun does not present 
diode closure and was also operated at reduced currents in 
the de illode. 
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